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Phosphorus (P) is an essential nutrient for plant growth and required to maintain profitable
Crop and livestock production in the prevalent intensive agricultural plans. However, its
excessive use has caused undesirable growth of algae and cyanobacteria in aquatic
environment,1eading to the harmful eutrophication which is blamed for mortality of aquatic

Culture in closed 、Nater areas and threats to human health, particularly during the summer

Period.1n order to control human・caused eutrophication, acceptable levels of total
Phosphorus (1P) were Hmited in the water quality standards in many countries butitincludes
a110fp species. some ofthem are complex forms that do not either feed algae or contribute to
eutrophication. Hence, the ta'm of bioavailable p (BAP) appeared to define the p fraction
Which is readily available for algal uptake and rea11y contribute to eutrophication. Regardless
Of the difference in chemical forms, in environment p can be separated by centrifugation or

負ltration into two states: dissolved phosphorus (DP) and particulate phosphorus (PP)、 Dp is
genera11y considered readily available for algal uptake,、Nhereas pp is partia11y bioavailable. P
has a strong afanity to particulate matter, thus pp bound to sediment and soil particles
Comprises the majority of p in surface runoffs aowing either into drains or overland into
aquatic environments. Therefore, an understanding of the BAp fraction in pp bound to soils
and suspended sediments, especia11y related to agricultural sources, is necessary for better
management of eutrophication in a watershed. Recent reports have also aⅡeged the
involvement of bioavailable phosphorus (BAP) in particulate forms in the severity of
eutrophication. However, current methods that can estimate particulate BAp are too
time、consuming and meticulous. They require longer than 14 days for incubation in
bioassays,4 days for the sequential extraction scheme or 17 hours for single step・extractlon
Using mechanical shaking, respectively. Thus, the amounts of analyzed samples are very
Iimited.1t leads to the demand of a new method which require less time for determining
accurate BAp concentration in pp. A possible solution is using ultrasonic treatment to
accelerate the transformation of p into extracts. Recently, ultrasonic treatment has been

Studied as an efficient extraction technique that takes less working times as we11 as improves
yields and quality of the extracts from food and environmental samples.1n this study,、入le
investigated an extraction using o.1 M NaoH solution in combination with an ultrasonic
treatment to quantify the potential BAp in particulate forms, especia11y in soil and suspended
Sediment from river water related to agricultural sources.

The first study used sharpley's extraction with the mechanical shaking in 17h as the
Conventional method to examine the BAp concentrations in our target samples of soil and

Suspended sediment. Next, we evaluated our proposed ultrasonic method by comparing with
Sharpley's method. The most optimal working conditions of the ultrasonic treatment were

deaned at which, the BAp extracted by ultrasonic treatment was similar to those obtained by
the conventional extraction. The investigated 工入10rking conditions of ultrasonic treatment
included intensity, extraction time and ratio of sample to extractant. Fina11y, we evaluated the
bioavailability of p obtained from the extractions by bioassays for the growth of p・starved
Uicrocystis aerugiπOsa.

＼ve quantified BAp concentrations in soil and suspended sediment samples c011ected from a
representative agricultural field in umeda River basin. umeda River was selected because it
aows into Mikawa Bay which has been reported one ofthe most eutrophic regions in Japan'S
main island. our study was compatible with the previous study aboutthe proportion of BAP
in pp in agricultural streams.1t confirmed the potential risk of p p011Ution in umeda River
basin and Nlikawa Bay come from agriculturalsources.
Ihe most optimal conditions for ultrasonic treatment were identified. The proposed method
a110、Ned for an extraction time ofonly l min whereasthe mechanicalshaking method requires
17 hours for BAp extraction.1he extraction process is less time・consuming than alternative
Conventionalmethods and permits analyses ofa greater number ofsamples.
The growth of algae in the media containing samples after the ultrasonic extraction was at an
identica11y similar level 、Nith those in the media containing samples after conventional
extraction.1t reinforced the notion that ultrasonic treatment could provide a similar
quantification for BAp in soil and suspended sediment samples when using conventional
extraction. The high correlation between the amount ofextracted BAp and algal growth atthe
Stationary phase of incubation suggested that the BAp fraction could be entirely obtained in a
Single extraction. Additiona11y,1he limiting effect of p on the algal growth was confirmed.
Although bioassays observed the growth of algae in cultures using samples after extraction as
the sole phosphorus (P) S0山'ce, we confinned that the remained p was able to be in algal
Ce11S. W'e suggested that when nutrients, especia11y p, were deficient, the algae could utilize
Ce11Ular nutrients for their growth. Thus, using 八/.αの'ugiπOsa would properly be inappropriate
for accurate AGp tests to evaluate the bioavailability in p depleted environments.

